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It is our distinct pleasure, as teachers, to advise pre-law students. Advising often allows us to work with students much more closely than we are able to do in a traditional classroom setting. And, because it is very focused teaching, we have the unique opportunity to change the lives of many of our students if only because we can share our expertise in ways that help guide them to where they might really want and need to go. Both of us can recount story after story of young people who we have had the opportunity to assist, and who, in turn, have become quite memorable to us and have gone on to successful careers in a variety of fields. Every outstanding pre-law advisor knows what we mean and feels the same way.

Of course, to enjoy the blessings of working closely with a wide range of wonderful pre-law students, one must, in fact, become an effective advisor and teacher. Both of us are extremely grateful for our experiences with the Western Association of Pre-law Advisors (WAPLA). It is fair to say that each of us had a lot to learn as advisors. From the first WAPLA conference that we attended, it was clear just how much we did not know: about the application process, about the kinds of information that law school admissions specialists are looking for when evaluating particular applicants, about how to help an individual student select the law school that might be best for him or her, about how to finance law school, or about issues related to securing employment once one graduates from law school. WAPLA’s exceptional leaders, folks like Jim Riley, the late Phil Whitman, Chuck Fimian, Claudia Tomlin, Marilyn Hoffman, Verlaine Walker, Marty Sommerness, Marsha Yowell, Doug Costain, and especially Eileen Crane, who served as president of WAPLA when we were both introduced to the organization, provided us with their warm friendship and were forthcoming with their expertise. We have also benefitted from our conversations with a new generation of WAPLA board members, including extraordinary advisors such as Joseph Behrens, Catherine Bramble, Kris Tina Carlston, Rebeca Gill, Julie Givans, Ellen Grigsby, Lori Hausegger, Sara Lynam, Amy Urbanek, and Sandra Voller. Thanks to WAPLA, we are both substantially better advisors, and our students have reaped the rewards. Later, when each of us would serve as the president of WAPLA, we were very mindful to be faithful to the traditions established by our friends and predecessors.

WAPLA is but one of six pre-law organizations, all with similarly funny acronyms, that represent colleges and universities in various regions throughout the country: the Midwest Association of Pre-Law Advisors (MAPLA), the Northeast Association of Pre-Law Advisors (NAPLA), the Pacific Coast Association of Pre-Law Advisors (PCAPLA), the Southern Association of Pre-Law Advisors (SAPLA), and the Southwestern Association of Pre-Law Advisors (SWAPLA). Between us, we’ve had the privilege of speaking with folks from each organization, and we can attest to the time, effort, and resources the advisors in those organizations spend to educate the pre-law advisors in their own regions.

Several years ago, the regional “APLAs” gave birth to a national organization, the Pre-Law Advisors National Council (PLANC). PLANC serves to represent the APLAs to outside groups (e.g., the Law School Admissions Council and its member law schools, the Council
on Legal Education Opportunity, the National Association of Law Placement, the American Bar Association, and the Access Group). PLANC also sponsors a quadrennial conference to teach rookie advisors how to ply their craft and veterans how to improve their skills. The six APLAs and PLANC have served to “professionalize” the occupation of pre-law advising. We are very grateful to the service that PLANC has provided on behalf of pre-law advisors and pre-law students. Both of us have found the PLANC conferences to be an invaluable educational experience for advisors. We want to recognize Charles Neal, Eileen Crane, Nim Batchelor, James Calvi, Mel Hailey, and Heather Struck for their formal leadership while serving as chair of PLANC during our time as pre-law advisors. We also are deeply grateful to the gentlemen who were among the founders (or long-standing sages) of PLANC: Jerry Polinard, Frank Homer, and, of course, the incomparable Gerald Wilson. They provide the institutional memory, good humor, and wisdom that are indispensable to the group. We also want to pay a special tribute to Anne Brandt, the LSAC’s extraordinary liaison to PLANC and pre-law advisors in general. Anne has always been a knowledgeable, energetic, and kind friend of the pre-law advisor.

We also want to express our appreciation to all of those law school deans, directors of admissions, and other law school officials who have been our friends and acquaintances over the years. While the law schools come in for some criticism in this book, we do want to say that we have always had enjoyable and fruitful relationships with our law school friends (who are too many in number to name here without fear of forgetting some of them). We have found them all to be generous, thoughtful, and supportive of our objectives and endeavors. Like the pre-law advisors, they also are motivated by a fundamental desire to help students fulfill their dreams and ambitions.

Several years ago WAPLA started to encourage the “scholarship of pre-law advising” at our conferences. Advisors have lots of opinions on the admissions process, the value of the LSAT, how law school “rankings” affect pre-law students, the value of undergraduate “law” classes, and the like. We found that while advisors often held strong opinions about such subjects, there was very little empirical evidence to support their views. Hence, WAPLA started to invite scholars who were doing original research on topics related to the enterprise of advising pre-law students to present their work at its annual conference. It was this emphasis upon the scholarship of advising that served as the inspiration for this project.

We are very thankful to the scholars who have allowed us to showcase their work. We’ve included pieces on a wide variety of the subjects mentioned above. If we have chosen to emphasize some topics over others, or have included scholarship that some might believe has become “vintage,” it’s because we were impressed by the quality of the work. We are certainly hoping that some of the many fine pieces that are included in this book might serve as inspiration to future scholars who will pick up the mantle and take on these questions applying the best tools available to social scientists, historians, and legal scholars.

We especially want to acknowledge and thank those who helped us pull this book together. First, the editors and staff of Carolina Academic Press have been unfailingly kind, supportive, and patient with us. In particular, we want to express our appreciation to Keith Sipe, our publisher and the man who sanctioned this strange idea, and Emily Utt, Zoë Oakes, Linda Lacy, Suzanne Morgen, Tim Colton, Charley Rutan, and Katie Herzog. Karen Clayton deserves special thanks for her formatting expertise. We also want to thank Laura Dewey, who created our index. We also could not have completed the manuscript without the help of Katie Roberts, Katie Donnelly, and Gayle Reinhardt.
Of course, we have to thank our colleagues and students at Portland State University, Weber State University, and Patrick Henry College. They have all helped to enrich our personal and professional lives in ways that we cannot fully express.
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Introduction

The “Business” of Preparing Pre-Law Students

In the United States we seem to have a love-hate relationship with lawyers. Most people have a favorite lawyer joke, and we often refer to those in the profession as “shysters” suggesting that they are people of dubious character who will do almost anything for a buck. At the same time, attorneys rank highly in occupational prestige ratings, and people certainly respect their training and expertise.

One thing is for certain; love them or hate them, there are a lot of lawyers. There are about 1.2 million attorneys in the United States and about 150,000 students currently enrolled in J.D. programs. Hence, not only do attorneys help keep the train that is big business rolling down the tracks, the law is a big business itself. Further, educating attorneys, and preparing future attorneys for admission to law school, is likewise a substantial business.

One might suggest, however, that preparing students for admission to law school is a rather strange business. First, it is a multi-faceted enterprise. Students require preparation to take the Law School Admission Test (LSAT). They need to know how to present themselves to the various law schools so that they might earn admission — and, oftentimes, the 200-plus law schools have slightly different priorities when evaluating candidates. And, should they be fortunate enough to earn admission, applicants will often require help paying for law school — or even knowing how to walk in the world of those who can help them finance a legal education.

Second, some components of the business are well established and lucrative. There are scores of test preparation companies ready to teach you how to get ready for the LSAT. There are also lots of financial outfits who are willing to educate pre-law students as to how they should pay for their legal education — and, subsequently, to lend them the money necessary to attend law school (should they, of course, prove to be credit worthy — one score that might be more important than the LSAT). Moreover, there are a host of specialized businesses directly or indirectly related to preparing students for admission to law school. For instance, there are groups that work with students from historically underrepresented populations, and others that will provide simulated first-year classes to prepare admitted students for the time they stand “on their feet” before their own version of Professor Kingsfield at X, Y, or Z College of Law.

Third, one might argue that the process of directly advising pre-law students is a rather strange one indeed. Although companies consistently emerge that purport to advise students successfully with regard to the admissions process, the advising enterprise is still largely virgin territory. Perhaps that is because, until relatively recently, students were either thought to not need a whole lot of advising (“Gosh, can’t they just talk to a lawyer?”),
or, alternatively, it assumed that this component of preparing students for admission to law school was ceded over to the colleges and universities. After all, isn’t advising an important part of the educational function of higher education? In fact, many colleges and universities do not provide support for prelaw advising at their institutions.

Even if they do, preparing students for the admissions process is no small task. Even if an advisor learns nothing about the specific parts of the LSAT, or how a student might finance his or her legal education, the advisor should know about the admissions process itself. The advisor will want to learn about how to prepare the application, how a student might showcase her accomplishments on a resume, the complexities of preparing a personal statement, and whom the student might look for when requesting letters of recommendation. Sadly, this very large and hugely important aspect of the business is utterly hit-and-miss. When we were on the Pre-Law Advisors National Council (PLANC), we participated in discussions in which it was suggested credibly that perhaps 60–70 percent of pre-law students have advisors that are thoroughly inadequate.

If a student wants to know what kind of pre-law advising they might receive at a given academic institution, there are things to look for. At many schools, the "pre-law advisor" (PLA) is a faculty member who has been drafted to do the job. Actually, that is how we entered into the pre-law "profession." Tim has a law degree and teaches constitutional history. Frank taught constitutional law in a Political Science department. Since we were seen as the “law guys” at our respective institutions, we were asked to work with pre-law students.

The problem with having the “law guys” serve as advisors is that generally professors receive very little reward for this assignment. In a profession where one is evaluated primarily by the quality of one’s teaching, or, increasingly, for the quantity of one’s scholarly output, working with pre-law students is often a rather thankless task. Unless one makes it an important professional priority, pre-law advising is likely to be placed on the back burner — the very back burner. The professor often comes into the advising session armed with two pieces of information — the student’s LSAT score and a copy of the U.S News & World Report edition which ranks the various law schools. In such a setting, the advisor will look at the score, and, based upon the data in the magazine, she might recommend a set of schools to the student.

Some schools turn the process of advising pre-law students over to their advising office/centers/programs. At any given institution, this is the outfit that does the advising for the entire college or university. Hence, the advising office is responsible for helping to make sure that hundreds or, more typically, thousands of students are in a position to complete their degrees in a fairly timely manner — so that Mom and Dad are not shelling out tuition for eight or nine years. If the school asks one of the general advisors to work with pre-law students, there is no reason to expect this advisor to be any better prepared than his or her academic counterpart. Even for experienced “advisors,” pre-law advising often comes as an additional task or duty, and, absent some very specialized training, one is still as likely to work a limited set of data, e.g., the LSAT score and the aforementioned popular magazine.

We certainly recognize that there are many extraordinary PLAs that were and are drafted from academic departments — the “law guys.” And, of course, some of the best PLAs in the country come out of advising centers/offices/programs. We have had the opportunity to work with some of the best PLAs in the United States. They take their responsibility seriously, and are often fluent in how to prepare for the LSAT, financing law school, the application process, or post-graduation placement opportunities. We dare say that most
of the experienced and accomplished advisors will admit, however, that there is a
tremendous dearth of quality pre-law advising at the vast majority of colleges and universities
in the United States.

As a result, students are forced to get much of their information from a variety of
sources: the PLA on campus (whom we have already discussed); companies who recognize
that there is money to be made advising pre-law students; what they can learn “on the
streets”—talking with other students in the same boat; and what they might learn from
traditional and online publications.

Pre-law students can find a variety of sources of information, and most of these sources
are not shy in sharing opinions. They will share their thoughts regarding the “5 myths
about the LSAT,” the “12 myths about the legal profession,” or, perhaps, the “10 myths
about applying to law school,” or the “8 mistakes” students make when preparing the
personal statement, or “the real law school rankings.” One thing is almost as certain as
death and taxes: the aforementioned sources like to share information. The problem is
that, often, the information they share is not consistent. Further, it almost certainly is
not based on any sort of consistent, longitudinal, empirical research. The advice might
not be bad. It is just generally anecdotal.

In fact, even the best pre-law advisors, when they get together and swap advising stories
and strategies, much the way a group of excellent guitarists might sit together and jam,
will often present their respective points of view about the racial biases in the LSAT, or
the value of the test, or the way to prepare personal statements, the law school rankings,
and the like, almost exclusively from personal experience. And, when they differ, each
PLA is certain that he or she is correct.

That begs the question (with respect to some of these questions that are of great
importance to PLAs and pre-law students): Has anyone done any empirical work? Are
there studies that address some of the questions that often frustrate pre-law students and
require answers from PLAs?

The Purpose of This Book

That is our goal in this project: to present the work done by scholars to answer the questions
that PLAs and law school admissions personnel most often raise in their conversations
about the process:

“The LSAT is an awful instrument to predict success in law school.” “Not true, the LSAT
serves its purpose well and provides important information to the law schools.”

What does the literature say?

“One should never take undergraduate law classes. We’ll teach you all the law that you
need to know when you get to law school.” “Are you kidding? Undergraduate law classes are
the best diagnostic tool available to students to find out if they will like or be good at law school.”

Have experts taken up this question?

“Law school rankings are an important tool for those who are considering law school.
They are valuable to the ‘customers.’” “No way. Rankings distort the process; the law schools
cater their ‘product’ to how it will affect their respective scorecards.”

Is there any significant scholarship that addresses the issue?
In our book, we present what we hope is some of the best scholarship written to address some of the questions that we have discussed above. Most of the articles in this volume have been published previously. A few are examples of new scholarship in the field; all of the articles are of fairly recent vintage, for we know that the admissions and evaluation process does change over time.

Our hope is to introduce some of this scholarship to those who have a stake in the process of preparing students to navigate through the admissions process. We want PLAs, and others involved in this process of working with students, to be able to discuss important questions the way others might in academic discourse. They should be able to present evidence — and cite to such evidence. We certainly do not want to minimize the importance of the anecdotal evidence. Rather, we want to expand the kind of information available to professionals in the field of pre-law advising, and to enable them to have this information available when necessary. Quite obviously one of our objectives is to encourage additional scholarship. When we listen to advisors raise issues about the LSAT, the law school rankings, the success of certain kinds of personal statements, and the like, we believe that these are testable questions. They are the kinds of things that scholars can and should test and, in so doing, the product of this work will only serve to improve the product.

**What’s in the Book?**

We divide the book into five parts. In **Part One**, we present a number of articles that address how a student might prepare for the law school decision. In her essay, Bethany Rubin Henderson tackles a fundamental question that cuts to the core of legal education. She identifies at length the criticism about legal education, and argues that these complaints are valid. Further, she argues that they cannot be solved with cosmetic solutions (e.g., more courses, better buildings, more professors). Rather, she claims that law schools need to ask the basic questions: “Why are we here? What is the purpose of legal education?” Moreover, even when one articulates the purposes of legal education that are common to all institutions, each law school still needs to define its own particular purpose.

Every PLA is asked repeatedly about the particular courses or majors that a given student should take. Ellen Grigsby and Amelia A. R. Murphy take a preliminary stab at answering the former. They study the kinds of courses that students might take within a Political Science curriculum to see if certain kinds of courses better prepare students to be successful in the admissions process. They conclude that “skills-related learning/choices” are more significant than the particular courses that students might select from within the discipline. Frank Guliuzza addresses a related question: do courses on law offered by undergraduate departments in history, political science, communications, or criminal justice aid or hinder the first-year law student? Many law school personnel actually encourage students to avoid such courses; Guliuzza begs to differ with some preliminary quantitative evidence. In the final article in this portion of the book, Richard Ippolito argues that, even when “holding constant standard measures of ability like the LSAT,” there are hidden indexes of success and failure of law students when measuring their first-year performance. Some of these are related to the behavior of particular students, e.g., where they sit in the classroom and the likelihood that they skip class. He shares with law schools how they might successfully identify these “nontraditional signals of superior performance.”
Part Two looks at the Law School Admissions Test — the dreaded LSAT. What does the test measure? How effective is the exam at predicting the future success of law school students? And has the exam been too great an emphasis in the admissions process?

William Lapiana’s essay returns back to the origins of the LSAT. He challenges the notion that the test was ever intended to be sole criterion for making admissions decisions. Nor was the average test score of admitted students ever intended to be the seminal means of evaluating the quality, or at least the ranking, of particular schools. Moreover, he contends that the purpose of an objective test was to increase access to legal education — and to increase diversity within the legal profession.

Those who work with pre-law students understand that the LSAT is the most important single component of one’s application package — whether it was ever intended to serve that purpose or not. Jeffrey Kinsler insists that is because law school admissions personnel believe that the LSAT score is the most important variable when predicting the likelihood of success in law school. Is that hypothesis valid? Kinsler studied graduating students at Marquette University Law School and found that other variables such as undergraduate grade point average, the reputation of a student’s undergraduate institution, and a combination of grade point average and institutional reputation actually were better at predicting law school performance than the LSAT. Similarly, David Thomas challenges the preeminence of the LSAT as the most important predictor of success in law school. He notes that while the Law School Admission Council (LSAC), which administers the LSAT, properly discourages law schools from an overreliance on the exam as an admissions tool, LSAC does tout the predictive power of the test. In his study, however, he challenges the ability of the test to predict “overall law school academic performance.” He compares the LSAT’s predictive value of overall performance with “first-year academic performance.” He also compares the value of undergraduate grade point average as a predictor of overall performance and first-year performance. David S. Mann, in “Predicting LSAT Scores from SAT Scores,” offers data that suggests that an undergraduate student’s SAT score might provide an early indication of how one will perform on the law placement exam. Mann’s findings are preliminary and narrowly focused, and we hope our publication of his research will entice other scholars to study the correlations between the two exams in greater detail.

In Part Three, we turn our attention to the value of law school rankings. As one might expect, there is a wide variety of data and opinion on this hot-button topic. We start with an essay by Russell Korobkin who argues that, despite the ease with which critics take pot shots at them, law school rankings serve an important purpose. He argues that the primary purpose of the rankings is to “coordinate the placement of law students with legal employers.” Accordingly, they serve a purpose, and it is a purpose that is not directly related to the admissions process — one that is quite apart from the accuracy of such rankings. Further, he provides a normative argument. The rankings create public goods that might otherwise fail to be produced by the law school marketplace without this rudimentary attempt to assess outcome.

Michael Sauder and Ryon Lancaster link the rankings directly back to the admissions process. They claim that, although the rankings purport to measure law school quality, they can become a self-fulfilling prophecy which affects future rankings. Hence, the rankings can help create differences rather than simply reflect these differences among law schools, thereby distorting the very thing that they claim to measure — the quality of the various law schools.

William D. Henderson and Andrew P. Morriss argue that the introduction of the rankings into the admissions world has had an enormous impact on how law schools
admit students and allocate resources. Specifically, law schools have implemented a variety of strategies to help raise their median LSAT scores. Why? Because data suggests that ninety percent of the differences in rankings are attributable to the median LSAT score of the entering classes. Accordingly, the authors study the change in entering-class median LSAT score. Drawing upon their findings, they suggest that the current “LSAT arms race” produced by the current rankings competition actually threatens the viability of the existing model of legal education. In response, they offer several recommendations to law school deans and the editors of *U.S. News & World Report*.

Wendy Nelson Espeland and Michael Sauder use the impact of law school rankings to measure the impact of reactivity as an inevitable result of human reflexivity. They discuss how the need for transparency and accountability, the “audit explosion,” has produced a proliferation of testing, evaluations, and rankings. This, of course, has an effect on those who produce services, e.g., how decisions made by those in legal education will affect the particular law school’s “scorecard.” They use the *U.S. News* rankings of law schools as a case study. They conclude that the *U.S. News* rankings produce self-fulfilling prophecy and commensuration, and “three important effects of reactivity: the redistribution of resources, the redefinition of work, and a proliferation of gaming strategies by the law schools.”

Jeffrey Evans Stake’s article on law school rankings is far less theoretical—although he might largely agree with Espeland and Sauder with regard to the tangible impact these rankings have had on legal education. He asserts that the *U.S. News* rankings have changed legal education in the United States. He claims that, unfortunately, that these rankings are unquestionably misleading. They mislead schools into thinking they are offering a quality of schooling that is not true—in fact they often pursue a “path of operation that reduces the quality.” They mislead the student into thinking that school A will offer a better education and, subsequently, a better quality of life, than other schools which might be a better fit for this particular student. Too, they mislead the public, which depends upon law schools in the United States to produce effective attorneys.

Perhaps the problem is not the effort to rank law schools, but rather, with the exaggerated acquiescence to those doing the ranking. In this article, David A. Thomas targets the *U.S. News* rankings specifically, claiming them to be the product of “junk science.” Thomas recognizes that his criticisms of the *U.S News* rankings are not unique, and argues that the demand for a ranking system is not going to go away. There certainly is a demand for law school rankings from a variety of constituencies. Accordingly, he advocates for a better way to rank law schools. Using many of the same variables that *U.S. News* employs in its methodology, Thomas provides an alternative set of rankings that demonstrates his claim that several schools are either significantly overrated or underrated by *U.S. News*.

Deborah Thornton’s article in *Part Four* points out that the recent recession has negatively impacted the job market for new attorneys. Thornton argues that the present economy, combined with the fact that law students graduate with an average of $100,000 in student debt, makes the future very grim for students interested in pursuing a career in the law. She calls on students to look carefully at tuition rates before they make their enrollment decision, to consider the possibility of attending law school on a part-time basis, and to live frugally as they work their way through the curriculum. We looked long and hard for articles on the subjects of tuition and student debt; unfortunately, Thornton’s article was the only recent one on point. As editors, we were disappointed that scholars have not devoted more attention to the issues of rising tuition, increasing student debt loads, and the impact of those factors on long-term law student satisfaction and success; and we hereby call for more research on these very important topics.
In Part Five, we discuss scholarship on the experience of attending law school. Naturally, many of these articles, especially those critical of the way legal education is delivered in the United States, offer alternative methods of instructional delivery and, occasionally, even more substantial reforms.

We begin with Donald G. Marshall’s defense of the Socratic Method. Marshall says that “genuine dialogue” is the irreducible core of legal education. He is critical of alternative approaches to instructional delivery including lectures or what he calls “disguised lectures.” Marshall, therefore, calls for a revival of the Socratic Method and uses the article to “teach” how to teach the Socratic Method.

Lorenzo Trujillo argues that law schools have a moral and ethical obligation to society to prepare successful professionals. The national data on bar passage rates calls into question how well law schools are meeting this need. Based upon his own study of law students at the University of Colorado, Trujillo recommends a series of reforms to legal education, and to the way students prepare for the bar exam; and he suggests some alternatives to the bar exam itself.

While Trujillo examines how effectively law schools train future lawyers, Lawrence Krieger looks at law students themselves. Krieger asserts that law students are unhappy. He examines data that suggests heightened depression, alcoholism, suicide, and the like among law students. Further, he notes that unhappy law students are likely to become unhappy lawyers. He notes, unfortunately, that there is a systematic denial by law professors of this “collective distress and unhappiness of our students and lawyers they become.” Building upon his own previous work, he suggests different approaches to the failing paradigms at the heart of legal education that will enable law school faculty to become more effective in addressing this significant problem.

Jason Dolin claims that law students are graduating without adequate preparation to practice law. While his argument may not be original, he does reassert the oft-heard complaint that many law school graduates cannot do even the most basic practical “stuff” required by attorneys in their practice. He places the lion’s share of the blame on the law schools which keep churning out a glut of graduates (because they have a financial incentive to do so), and which essentially use the same pedagogy that was introduced by C.C. Langdell (because “we all had to do it, and it worked for us”). He suggests some remedies to the predicament, and urges “the bench and the bar” to push for the reforms necessary to make law schools more effective.

Finally, we offer the lengthy article by Patrick Schiltz. Schiltz notes that, for many prospective attorneys, admission to an upper-echelon (“tier one?”) law school is the grand prize in the admissions process because it best provides for the opportunity to secure employment at an upper-echelon/national-international (“tier one?”) law firm. Why? Because pre-law students are told that for one to earn an offer from an A-list law firm in a major city is indeed the ticket to the good life. Such firms are successful in selling this image to students who are excited about the prospect of a top-flight salary and substantial occupational prestige. Unfortunately, Schiltz warns, life in these big firms is often fraught with disaster: young lawyers are typically unhappy, and are often inadvertently seduced into unethical behavior. Sadly, Schiltz warns, faculty at the elite law schools typically are ill-equipped to head off problems for their students. He notes that many measure success in the profession as employment in a top-tier law firm, and he touts other options available to outstanding law students — and outlines how one might have a happy, healthy, and ethical life in the law.

Two notes on our format and structure: First, because these articles are authored by a wide, interdisciplinary group of scholars, it would have been unfair to impose one
particular citation format on any one of them. For that reason, we retained the format included in the original article or the one provided by the author. Second, some readers, particularly those who maintain an extremely positive view of the current system, may bridle at the overall perception of legal education presented herein. We found that the scholarship has been extremely critical of legal education for the last two decades, and many of these articles call for dramatic reforms in the admissions, ranking, and teaching processes. We agreed at the outset that we would follow the scholarship wherever it led us, and we believe that these selections fairly represent the general tenor of the current scholarly conversation. Still, at the end of this process, we feared that we might be presenting a picture that was overtly negative; and we went back again to search for work that presented legal education in a positive light. Unfortunately, while there are plenty of graduation orations and bar newsletter articles praising the law school, we found little concomitant praise in the quantitative or qualitative scholarship. We do believe that law schools are especially good at preparing students to become engaged in the intellectual and theoretical understanding of the law, that they offer an education that prepares students for a variety of occupations beyond just the legal profession, and that they are adept at training people to think in an analytical fashion. In closing, we call upon the legal profession to provide the quantitative data to support our belief.